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The  nuclear power station of Brennilis is located in France, in the bottom of Britany , 

the land of witches  and trolls, near the Saint Michel lake and the little church of Saint 

Michel of Braspart. It was built in 1965 and is the oldiest nuclear power plant in 

France, it produced electricity from 1967 to 1985. This nuclear power station was 

very specific , because, in France, the only one using heavy water for cooling. It was 

also a very little power plant which produced only 75 megawatts ( in front of current 

nuclear reactors of 900 or 1500 megawatts). In 1985 the French governement 

decided to stop production because of new nuclear power plants which did’nt use 

heavy water any longer but pressurized water, and made a plan to organize the 

discommissioning.  

It was programmed in three times: 

- Step one  : remove  heavy radioactive material in reactor and in warehouses to 

stock it. 

- Step two : remove devices around the reactor ( heast exchanger and 

warehouses) 

- Step three : dismantle the reactor 

The first step began in 1997 and was quickly realised, removing the radioactive 

material in the reactor, the warehouse to stock it and the warehouse for irradiated 

nuclear fuel. 

The second step was stopped in 2005, in a first time it was said that it was better to 

wait radioactive decrease in devices in and around the reactor. In 2007 the 

government changed its mind, saying that it was better discommissioning quickly to 

avoid the loose of memory by workers. Many workers are still working in the nuclear 



station. For Brennilis there was another reason:  groundwater under the station and 

so a risk of reaching the apron. This water is pumpep permanently and drained off to 

the lake. 

In 2008 the French government created the CLI ( Local Commission for Information) 

to inform public while following works. For Brennilis the commission was created in 

2009, it depends of the County Council of Finistere, is compounded of 42 persons, 

the chairman is now the vice-president of CC29, there are many elected 

representatives ( county, town) , many ecologic representatives, and many others, 

like the medical council of the county, veterinary council, chemist council, 

representatives for commerce, agriculture, fire brigade, trade unions, workers . As for 

me , I was the representative of the medical council of the department 29. I was 

choised because of my experience in nuclear science and weapons as medical doctor 

in the army for 40 years.  

Since the beginning the commission decided to have two workgroups, one for the 

technic topics and another one for information, each group worked privately, 

presented its works to the commission, and all decisions were validated by a general 

vote. I accepted the responsibility of the first group whose name was: Studies and 

Expertise Assessements (SEA) 

In June 2009 each member of the commission  received a cd-rom from EDF ( 

Electricity of France), it was the file for discommissioning the nuclear power station 

of Brennilis, about 1300 pages of hard scientist words. Nobody was really able to 

have relevant advise about this file, as for me I spended two monthes of hallidays. 

Then in September2009 we had a meeting of the workgroup SEA to think about the 

best way to  manage the deal: inform simply and completely as well as possible the 

population about the discommissioning. To help us we decided to call specialists of 

the topic , asking them what was good or bad in the file , what was important , what 

was forgotten. The group wrote a bill of specifications and sent it to a few specialized 

associations in nuclear science. Only one answered, the association ACRO   ( 

Association for the Control of Radioactivity in West). A few monthes later this 

association produced a report which was validated by the commission. In this report 

it was said that the discommissionning was well managed on the condition that 

thirteen identified points were solved.  

In the same time the prefect of the County gave a negative advise for the 

discommissioning after a public consultation.  

Finally Europ validated the project on condition that the thirteen  identified points 

were solved. But it was only to finalise the step two, that is to say traitement of the 

heat exchangers and the warehouse for stocking wastes. The French government 



validated, decree in July 2011. The ASN ( Authority for Nuclear Secutity ) validated in 

its turn and IRSN ( Institute for Radioprotection and Nuclear Security) had to define 

rules about nuclear wastes and effluents, liquids, solids and gases. Works could start 

again the step 2 but we had to wait for the step 3, for a new decree. 

Then the question was: what is the best way to follow the process of 

discommissioning ? 

Once more we searched a partner which explain to us the process and help us to 

have a real monitoring on it. We called our association ACRO and had a deal with it : 

first define topics of interest and second follow them. For two years we had many 

meetings in the working group, all works were presented and validated in 

commission, every meeting was registered in the data base of CG29 and available on 

the web site. Everybody may use this website. 

We decided to have a few forms with points of interest, places where we might knew 

the radiocactivity and a panel reporting the planning of works. 

So finally  we had 10 points of interest where it seemed important to analyse 

radioactivity ,these 10 points are 10 forms ( of 2 to 5 pages ), one for each item : 

 Gamma ray in surrounding 

 air 

 raining water 

 vegetation 

 pumped groundwater under the apron 

 underground water 

 water in surface 

 sediment of aquatic vegetables 

 drinking water 

 cultures and food 

 

 

Each item is analysed in the same way: 

 

1- Chronology ( time since shutdown of the nuclear station) 

2- Organization of controls ( places for samples) 

3- Known events during this time 

4- Radiations or radioactive element ( which element must  be studied) 

5- Reference values ( standards of measurements) 

6- Unusual values 

7- Threshold (allowed maximum) 



8- Histogram of measurements  

9- Remarks 

 

To day all measurements are correct . Radioactive  wastes are transported in storage 

place in the East of France, there are weakly radioactive materials. 

 

In the panel we can see all items which are not only linked to radioactivity : 

regulatory surveillance ( texts, inspections ), issues ( radioprotection of the workers), 

current works, wastes ( radioactive and not radioactive ) , effluents, transportation of 

wastes. 

 

This step two is now finished. We had to cut heat convecters, treat warehouses. 

 

For more informations and among all to see forms of survey and panel you can see 

the web site of DC29: 

https://www.finistere.fr, type “CLI” in search box, then a click in “CLI de Brennilis – le 

suivi partagé”. 

 

I added below the n°4, radioactivity in the air.  

 

In addition I must say that the commission went and saw another nuclear plants. So 

we saw Nuclear power station of Chinon on the river Loire, we visited a nuclear 

submarine in Brest, nuclear power station of Chooz. Members of commission are 

always invited for exercises and inspections in the Nuclear power station of Brennilis. 

So we had in the two last years a public meeting to explain management and answer 

to the questions of the population about discommissioning.  

 

Now is time for the third step , dismantling of the reactor. We are waiting for the file 

from EDF and the decree of the French government to continue. Then the 

Commission will decide the way of management of this last step whose conclusion is 

to return to grass. We hope to work in the same way with the Council County and 

EDF for transparency and public information. 

https://www.finistere.fr/


  

 

 



 

 

  

 

  


